NOTES ON THE
SHAPE TO FABRICATION CONFERENCE
DAY 1 - TUESDAY 24TH APRIL 2018
1. Crafting Techniques / Crafted Processes
Pablo Zamorano Heatherwick Studio
1. Overview
●
●
●

The design process is a dialogue that goes back and forth between digital and physical worlds.
Designing based on experimentation with materials consistency
Learning from the process rather than the final result

2. Project: 1000 Trees, Shanghai, China
●
●

The project is a building in Shanghai for mixed use ( It includes a hotel, a market, parks, etc.).
The design driver for the project was extending a park within the site.
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●
●
●
●
●
●

●

●

That was followed by the creation of a regular grid on the site. This grid created a topography
with two centres rising up into two main buildings.
It has developed into a pixelated landscape with trees as the crowns of structural columns that
will support the slabs of the buildings
The project went through thorough experimentation including physical models and material
tests, trying to represent these pixels.
The columns were created in concrete in order to avoid seismic movement, while trying to make
the column design as the special piece of the project.
Designing the columns went through putting belts on the columns to create an interesting
pattern.
The design of the column went through the following:
○ Influenced by the ripple effect.
○ From convex to concave topological pattern.
○ An Idea of importing the columns from Germany was on the table but proved to be too
expensive.
○ The best option was to use a foam mold CNC’d in China.
○ Finally the foam was used to casting the columns in concrete.
Due to the Chinese contractors ability to work with 2D drawings only and the architects in
London with exclusively 3D, Heatherwick had to adapt to the contractors’ requirements. Hence,
and to make the process smoother, Heatherwick created a design with only 6 typologies of
columns and populated it all over the site.
In China all fabrication drawings were checked by hand and on paper.

3.
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●
●

Project: Coal Drops Yard, London, UK

CDY is a development at Kings Cross.
The Engineering for this project has been designed by Arup, and the facade subcontractors are
Frener-Reifer.
The main design concept was to create a welcoming space and making sure to connect the
original structure to the new one coherently.
All parties in this project (i.e. Architects, Engineers and Contractors) were working with 3D
models, which smoothed the workflow. However the 3D model became really heavy
computationally which has caused some issues.
Although work was done through 3D models, those models are not considered contractual
documents, so they still needed to be laid out on paper.
The structural solution for the roof concept was created using what was then called Giraffe
Beams.
The Site included 3 Victorian buildings, and what has influenced the design was:
○ The Longitudinal site.
○ Trying to create something grand.
○ The concept of elevating the roofs towards each other.
The concept then developed from using a strip of paper to complex 3d modelling
The existing site at the time was 3D scanned, yet it was too heavy of a 3d model to compute and
work around.
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●
●

All the field marking in 3d has opened the possibility to create a very detailed model however
this 3d model was not a contractual document.
The slate study for the roof went through many mock-ups and bench-marking processes, and
being on-site throughout the process was key to success.

2. The Performativity of Mater: Greatest Hits, New findings and the Institute of Making
Zoe Laughlin - Institute of Making

1. Main points presented:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Performing matter: Objecting stuff
Knowing your material affect to a great degree what you do with it.
Looking at materials from nanoscale to macroscale (think about the relationship between the
DNA and our bodies as a whole -The idea of building blocks-)
The effect of the disruption of microstructure on the macro scale.
Metals are made of crystals. And how solid metal is created by crystallised metal liquid.
Adding carbon to iron to make steel.
Going through industrial processes used to create different objects and material by mixing and
engineering other materials.
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●
●

How much engineering and science we can find in simple objects such as paper clips.
Showing examples and differences between human hair and metal fine strip.

3. From Nurbs to Meshes - The Grasshopper - Archicad Live Connection
Akos Karoczkai - Graphisoft
1.

From nurbs to mesh:

The launch and development of Archicad since 1984. The main steps have included the following:
● 1984 Virtual building
● 2007 Virtual trace
● 2014 BIM cloud
● 2017 Stair and railing (AI)
2. Grasshopper Archicad Live Connection
●

The idea started from the need to document the information from Rhino/Grasshopper to
AutoCAD. This used to translate in the following process:
○
○

DESIGN (using Rhino/Grasshopper); Followed by
DOCUMENTATION (using AutoCAD).
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●

Archicad had a new aim which is to create a new, much more fluent and flexible work flow where
design and documentation are part of the same process.
○

●

DESIGN/DOCUMENTATION (Rhino/Grasshopper/Archicad).

The new software which creates a live update from Gh to archicad BIM model includes the
following features:
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

Native BIM elements;
Quick and easy documentation process;
Live connection;
Quantity takeoff/schedules;
Analysis and visualisation of data;
Informed design decisions;
Bidirectional connection.

3. Projects done using this live connection:
●
●
●

EY Centre - Sydney
Art Gallery - Oakland
Nouvel museum - Norway
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4. Rhino 6
Scott Davidson - McNeel and Associates
1. What’s new in Rhino 6?

Rhino 6 includes an enhanced workflow, including exchanging data freely. This includes the
following updates:
●

For presentation and rendering
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

Updated OpenGL;
Presents directly in Rhino;
Showing textures in real time;
GPU enabled;
Expanded material library;
The ability to create your own materials;
HDRI background library;
Upgraded standard display mode;
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○
○
○
○
●

Make 2D
○
○
○
○

●

Includes the ability to control resolution;
Built-in PDF support;
Alpha automated.

FBX
○
○

●

Live update throughout the work process ;
Creating annotations on a document level.

ViewCaptureToFile
○
○
○

●

It has been re-written completely;
Made much faster with more options;
It respects the clipping plane;
Works with Grasshopper.

User data on every object
○
○

●

Applying Per-face material, where there’s no need to explode polysurfaces for different
materials anymore;
Silhouette lines enabling feature;
Live clipping planes;
Sharper drawings with different styles.

Improved export to Unity or VR
Cleaned up the way materials travel. (better material traveller).

Modelling:
○
○
○

Modelling Enhancements;
History blend surface;
Extend surface.

2. Development of the platform
●
●
●

More natural to work with and more generalised;
Improved Design, Documentation, and Fabrication platforms;
Grasshopper addition:
Grasshopper is now built into Rhino and includes the following additions amongst others:
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Multithreaded components (enhanced computing of some components that allows
them to use more computing cores).
○ Make 2D component.
○ Bend component.
○ Flow component.
○ Stretch component.
○ And Grasshopper now includes Kangaroo Physics by default.
Introducing Eto; an open source cross-platform dialog box framework available in Rhino 6.
○

●

3. Licensing
Rhino includes different licencing models:
●
●

Single - Computer ( Locked to one computer);
Zoo server software (Private network)
○

●

Allows to update and track licenses properly.

Cloud Zoo licensing
○
○
○
○
○

Creates a rhino account and login wherever you sign in;
Not having to validate every PC;
Not having to have internet to run it;
Good for teams;
Domain linked teams.
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5. Transient Flow: Complexity in More Than Form
Gustav Fagerstrom - Walter P Moore
Gustav is mainly working on big span structures (Sports and transportation/Aviation) which are
structurally challenging buildings.
Some of the projects that Gustav worked on include:
1.
●
●

Project: Chase Bank Arena

The complex 3D geometry has to be converted from 3D to 2D drawings for contractual
purposes.
The same complex geometry had to be converted into something rational
2. Project: Jacksonville Jaguars’ Amphitheatre

●
●

The use of different properties of the same material;
Understanding complexity in roles and capabilities by breaking it down and defining:
○ The parties involved;
○ Each party’s scope of work;
○ What are the deliverables;
○ Dividing the geometries of the projects into zones that are manageable.
○ In Walter P Moore, this project along with many other projects integrated the fabric
systems and the support structures hand in hand during the design process.
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3. Lo-Fab Pavilion
●
●

●

Lo-Fab stands for Locally Fabricated Pavilion
The pavilion was designed with students and involved robots in the fabrication process in order
to take over the tedious work and make it faster. This has reduced the fabrication time from a
1.5 months into 1 week. This was a result of merging traditional craftsmanship and
computationally driven manufacturing processes.
The same pavilion was built again at Autodesk University where the team worked in
collaboration with Autodesk to develop a novel design-to-robotic fabrication workflow using
Dynamo.
4. Other remarks

●
●

At Walter P Moore, some projects involved the selection of different wood species that were
used based on their properties in different locations of the structure.
Using material such as ETFE and vislux (8 times stronger) which is made of 3 layers and has
better temperature control and translucency.
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6. Getting Involved with Rhino Development
Brian Gillespie - McNeel and Associates
Brian Talked about Rhino development process and how the company decides what to work on
next. This included the achievement of publishing Rhino 6 and Rhino 7 WIP on the same day.

He also highlighted what McNeel is working on for Rhino 7 including:
●
●

Internal Mac build for Rhino 7;
Allows you to send the geometry across the web;
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●
●
●

The rendering systems are now based on cycles;
Mesh to mesh intersection improved;
Working on having packages with
○
○

●

Catmull-Clark subdivision
○
○

●

Compatible plugins;
The software will remember the plugin you usually use without needing to have them
all.

Smooth and manufacturable;
Nurbs to meshes.

Compatible for Mac/Windows.

7. V&A Dundee: A Design Story
Toby Clark - Arup
Toby started his talk with a general introduction to the difficulty and importance of
keeping up to date with the software development.
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He particularly elaborated on Arup’s use of Unity 3D for the following reasons:
●
●
●
●

Allowing the users to customize their own tools (extensive toolset);
Ability to render the content in a web browser;
Very flexible software;
Ability to use many programming languages.
Arup has developed the following interfaces within the software:

●
●
●
●

An interface within the model to see the data;
Analytical data;
Post-processing design within the app;
Creating a feature that helps storing data when on-site and feeding it back to the app.
Toby then talked about the extension of the V & A Dundee project that he worked on closely
with the architectural team of Kengo Kuma & Associates in Japan. Below are some of the design
features that he discussed:

●
●
●

It was agreed to use special precast cladding panels to create the envelope of the building;
The building was working as a whole to maintain its structural integrity;
The initial concept of using the planks system didn’t work structurally and the engineers had to
start a new option with concrete walls that have the planks hanging of them;
The Planks did overlap in many ways to achieve the desired shape;
The design also moved from full concrete to curved concrete columns using the ruled lines of
the surfaces;
The end result was a reinforced concrete wall without structural cladding;
The tendering process involved creating several mockups of the panels before making a choice
of the contractor.

●
●
●
●

Toby then made a statement of how complicated software can be with intricate projects like the
V&A Dundee.
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8. Dirty Works - A platform Approach to The Design and Delivery of Complex Buildings
Kenn Clausen , Kare Stokholm Poulsgaard & Morten Norman Lund - 3XN Architects
1. 3XN Architects:
3XN is a multidisciplinary team where they apply a lot of work on the analogue and digital
aspects of design, and focus on the outcome of their projects as architectural more of it being
computational.

Below are the points discussed on 3XN approach:
●
●
●
●
●

3XN worked with hotwiring to cut foam blocks and create concrete moulds;
Focus on R&D to be able to apply new techniques on bigger projects;
Applying computational means during the material behaviour simulations to reach the delivery
needs after creating the designs;
Having flexibility in the work flow mainly between the Geometry, the Data and the Social
aspect which is the most important.
Using fabrics as design inspiration and then making some iterations and simulations using
grasshopper.
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●

Showing an example of 3XN design for Sydney fish market where they have used double curved
surface for the roof.
2. GXN Innovation:
GXN is the research and innovation unit of 3XN architects in Denmark and below are some of
the points the speakers highlighted about GXN Innovation:

●

Working with Rhino/Revit and Grasshopper/Dynamo as follows:
○
○

●

Schematic (Rhino/Grasshopper), then creating the building data with Revit.
Complexity should be addressed which helps clarifying what information should be
exchanged.

Having all the data in one model made the architect be the nexus of the collaboration which led
later to having a separate contract with client for extracting data for the panels’ fabrication for
example to get all the fabrication information accurately.
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9. Speckle: Re-Imagining the Design Process From the Internet Up
Dimitrie Stefanescu - The Bartlett School of Architecture UCL
Speckle is a distributed, schema agnostic, design data exchange and collaboration platform and
protocol that evolved out of Dimitrie's research on the woes of communication &
interoperability that AEC is plagued with. Dimitrie’s talk was centered around both the
technical aspects involved but as well the implications of rearing up an open source community
that can sustainably develop a core platform for AEC.

In his talk, Dimitrie pointed out the following matters:
●
●
●
●

Where does design start?
Technology can dissolve barriers;
Technology can erect barriers;
Geometry gym is an open source initiative.
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10. From the turtle to the Silkworm, a journey into the Galaxia
Arthur Mamou-Mani - Mamou-mani Architects
Arthur directs Mamou-Mani Ltd. an architectural studio, as well as Fabpub ltd., a fabrication lab,
both located in Hackney, London. During his talk, Arthur touched on his practice’s approach and
some of his projects:
1. Approach:
●
●

●
●
●

The Design is informed by the fabrication process (using digital fabrication tools) and vice versa;
As well as architectural projects, Mamou-Mani designs pop up projects. The fact that the
practice is working with machines expanded its scale of expertise to explore different things like
3d printed food;
At Mamou-Mani, the designers are the makers of most of their projects, because they can use
their machines at FabPub on a big and small scale;
Based in the Maker Mile, sharing files, knowledge and producing physical objects together with
other makers creates a sense of community;
On many occasions Mamou-Mani created their own designs without clients and by using
initiatives such as crowdfunding which helped materialise these projects like what they have
done in their Burning Man Projects.

2. By Mamou-Mani:
●
●
●

●

Virgin Galactic: a hotel in the desert that is inspired by the geometry of spiral galaxies. This
project was not realised, but it was the Inspiration for the Burning Man Temple 2018 Galaxia;
Silkworm: a Grasshopper plug-in used to have more control over the 3D printing process,
breaking out of their possibly rigid software;
At the University of Westminster, leading Design Studio 10 with Toby Burgess, Arthur designed
with his students five projects within two years at burning man including Shipwreck and Fractal
Cult 2013 and Infinity tree, Reflexion and Bismuth Bivouac 2014. These projects were designed in
London and only the fabrication files were sent to the site instead of sending the physical
geometry;
Tangential Dreams: This Burning Man installation was inspired by the complexity of the infinity
tree project and the simplicity of the building process of Bismuth Bivouac.
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3. Galaxia Temple of Burning Man 2018
●
●
●
●

Galaxia was the central structure for Burning Man festival 2018;
It had the dimensions of 60 meters in diameter and 20 meters of height, and consisted of 20
petals with each of which was made of 20 modules made of 6 triangles;
The project had central 3D printed hanging teardrops and an altar;
The design process:
○
○
○

○

The project design was developed hand in hand with Format Engineers, the Structural
design team.
The geometry started from a very dense model trying to produce maximum impact for
the submission of the competition.
Once won, Format Engineers created a report with the following feedback:
a. The need to have structural bracing;
b. Specific amounts of modules to be touching the ground;
c. Connecting all the petals to the same height in order to make the structure
work as a shell.
Clash study:
a. Created using trigonometry;
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b.

●

Determine the convex and concave angles of the non planar faces of the
modules and then create an offset logic in order to avoid clashes with a
minimum gap between modules.

Fabrication
○ Galaxia’s building process was mainly reliant on Volunteers.
○ Often non-skilled people in carpentry and most of which were not able to read a 3D
model.
○ This meant that the design team had to create simple and clear fabrication drawings in
order to maximise the help of the volunteers.

11. Rhino in your BIM Toolkit
Jon Mirtschin - Geometry Gym
Jon talked about how can Rhino/Grasshopper support and enable Building Information
Modeling on your built environment projects? The topics presented included exchanging
models/data with other BIM applications and processes, identifying plugins that will aid and
abet the base Rhino/Grasshopper platform to do this, benefits to be derived from utilising
openBIM and improvements in Rhino 6 to improve this process.
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He particularly touched on the following points:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Expedition Engineering;
Defining BIM;
The fact that one Software doesn’t meet the definition of BIM;
Meeting the contractual requirements is part of the process;
Using the Rhino file to define the deliverables;
How to convert Rhino Geometry into fabrication software like Tekla;
Using Speckle to keep updating data in Revit after making changes in Grasshopper;

12. How Parametrics Changed Everything
Moritz Waldemeyer - Studio Moritz Waldemeyer
Moritz Waldemeyer is an internationally renowned designer based in London. His work
occupies a diverse range of creative spaces, from art and product design through to fashion and
entertainment. In 2004 he made his debut into the design world with an interactive chandelier
for Swarovski.
With a forward thinking approach and a philosophy of playful experimentation Studio Moritz
Waldemeyer is forging links between technology, art, fashion and design.
Moritz Started from fashion design, when he started receiving some requests from the music
industry. He then designed several projects for famous singers.
He then familiarised himself with CAD which helped him communicate with the electronics
industry
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Moritz created some outfits for singers including:
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

Screen jackets for a WILL.I.AM;
Dress that changes colour with blossoming flowers;
Hat inspired by the pangolin animal which was created using a head helmet that was divided
into hexagons which were later on extruded via extensions. The moving hat has inspired moving
lights too;
Moving hat that was inspired from martial arts using Grasshopper and Processing to create
moving circles in it;
Cable robot to track the movement of the light;
Sculpture project that makes a shape only from one side;
Rotating sculptural piece with light in a mirror box; and
Christmas installation with variable sized snowflakes;
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DAY 2 - WEDNESDAY 25TH APRIL 2018
1. Architectural Toddlers: Between Dada and Data
Chris Precht - Penda
Chris’ talk touched on his approach to architecture and design, as well as talking about some of
his projects

1. Approach
●
●
●
●

●

To him architecture is about creating life and stories out of buildings;
He talked about how he draws inspiration from how material is fabricated (e.g. Cross timber);
Chris also stressed that the construction industry creates 4% of the emissions of CO2, hence
that we should have more ecological approach in our designs;
Chris lived in China for 5 years and got inspired by the bamboo craft and buildings made out of
this material and how environmentally friendly it was, and that bamboo is a tree that grows in 3
years only which makes it a perfect recyclable material.
His father was a carpenter and a climber which gave him a broader understanding of nature and
3d space;
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●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

●

In his practice, Chris gave away the paper work to be able to focus on the complex aspects of
design including scripting etc.;
The design process for Penda involved making many models and thinking of the building as a
‘product’;
Chris stressed the idea of doing more for less;
He talked about public spaces in China and based on how people are interacting with it he raised
the question of how do we make architecture that creates behaviour or should we let behaviour
create our architecture;
It was rather difficult to fabricate designs in china. Since it’s not possible to pass the 3d model to
the fabricator, 2d packages of drawings had to be created;
Architecture to Chris is frozen music, and should adapt to the needs of space and people;
Chris went back to Austria and started trying to create a self-sufficient house design combining
nature in the system of architecture;
Using ropes that can grow vegetables from “embedded seeds” to create space and architecture;
In the countryside we should be thinking how architecture and agriculture should change and
intertwine;
Chris also mentioned how we should create more food safety and self sufficient skyscrapers
with spreading more awareness about food education and urban gardening. (Food is the new
internet);
Tools are very liberating from scripting to modelling to rapid prototyping.
2. Projects:

●

●
●

The Coca Cola plastic bottle pavilion by Penda:
○ In this project the pavilion design took way less time to be done with paper modelling
rather than with 3D visualisation, and the whole installation process took only one day;
The rising canes pavilion, which was made out of bamboo canes and ropes weaved around them;
Penda is now working on a project in Ecuador where they are using bamboo cranes that are 50
meters long, also they are working on more projects in Bali and South China.
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2. Computational Design at Scale
Paul Jeffries - Ramboll
Ramboll are making computational design a core part of the way we approach all kinds of
engineering problems and are spreading its use far beyond the small specialist projects on which
it has most typically been employed. By developing and using an interconnected network of
bespoke computational design tools which we can rapidly adapt to suit project needs we have
been able to greatly improve our rate of design iteration and find new ways of engaging with and
empowering our clients. The applications range from streamlined methodologies to perform
core and foundation analysis to custom interactive dashboards and design tools to provide
instantaneous live feedback on design variations. A major focus of current development is
Dynamic Masterplanning, a generative design platform with embedded engineering
intelligence. This enables the rapid generation and evaluation of project-specific massing
options, through which we can appraise site value and provide key design input at an early stage.
Paul’s talk discussed these developments and described the value this philosophy has brought
on real projects.

Through his talk took the audience through the following points:
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

●

●

●
●

●

●

Ramboll is creating a toolkit which has an open source underlying code;
Ramboll Engineering Consultancy now uses computational design at scale;
The power of Computational design will revolutionise our industry;
He stressed the importance of technological advances in the improvement of the construction
industry and AEC in general;
Ramboll has worked on the Clapham Park project which is the largest planning application in the
UK;
At Ramboll the computational design team works with teams to speed up the delivery of their
projects;
Using Grasshopper to develop prototypes and based on that ramboll developed their own
software with online dashboards to work with the data (stand alone tools) and this tool
recognises the columns and let you add or remove or change places for columns;
Ramboll used the tool on big sites that needed the tool to make decisions on the design asap,
and as a result Cobra has been developed which is another standalone tool;
Building such tools made the analysis processes up to 12 times faster;
More tools then were created such as Otter, TRec, and Mollusc which altogether made a digital
toolkit;
Also, Ramboll created a client empowerment tool (i.e. FLEA) which allows you to click and drag
the elements where you want, such as a bridge or a street, which helps making decisions within
24h;
High Rise Explorer, is a parametric tool to explore high rise buildings design as quickly as a
meeting! Since it has a custom interface which was built on top of a Grasshopper script and it
helped exploring design options;
Paul highlighted the problem of that engineers are getting engaged fairly late in the design
processes and assumptions are made on their behalf, which might be correct or incorrect
assumptions;
The importance of creating a design loop that generates options and evaluates them;
Such evaluation methods have been used on projects in Arnos Groves in London and
Prestebekken Kristiansand in Norway where working with the client helped triggering new
ways of thinking that they haven’t thought about before;
Paul also talked about Ramboll also working on Over Rail Development where the software
helped identifying constraints such as the substructure capacity and the deck size which
allowed the engineers to be more proactive on the design process;
Inside Ramboll the Gorilla network helps a lot on the development of the Ramboll team’s skills.
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3. V-Ray for Rhino After 3.6
Konstantin Gaytandzhiev - Chaos Group
V-Ray has presented current changes, future plans and far future plans, which they are working
on using the feedback of clients to fix the existing bugs and creating new features.

●
●

1. Current Updates
Rhino 6 Support.
The new V-Ray for Grasshopper features:
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

Set up the scene and render it without baking it in Rhino;
Rendering after connecting a node to your geometry;
Infinite plane (which can stick immediately to the objects);
Materials;
Lighting (rotation - Sun - Sky properties - dome lighting - light geometry);
VRScene export;
Detailed tooltips in Grasshopper.
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2. Features to be released in the near future:
●
●
●
●
●

Improved stability/improved V-Ray for Rhino rendering for Rhino 6 materials;
A light source in V-Ray for Grasshopper lets you see the light inside Rhino;
Instances lights live update;
Rhino 6 snapshots help you save layer options etc;
Batch rendering.
3. Distant Future Plans:

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Customisable layout. (where you can move the material layout from left to right for example);
Colour them (new UI);
Extended colour picker pallets/colour assistant;
Extendable functionality/configuration;
Render mask;
Resumable rendering;
Scene management which save material/lights to reuse or share;
V-Ray library (material library) will be extended to light and geometry;
Material and texture/Material creation Wizard;
Texture : curve colour correction;
Lighting:
○ Adaptive dome light: Merging plan light (interior) and dome light into only adaptive
dome light.
Camera: Auto Exposure, which allow the user to set the right exposure amount;
Denoising feature in collaboration with Invidia AI denoiser;
GPU/hybrid Renderer which will provide a better performance and shaders like Environment
Fog;
V-Ray for Grasshopper will support V-Ray proxies;
Grasshopper animation;
V-Ray cloud will be available soon with email notification when the render job is done;
Rendering hours are free on the beta cloud.
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4. Making in Mixed Reality
Gwyllim Jahn & Cameron Newnham - Fologram
Holographic models allow design intent to be visualised in situ before it is built, and will
eventually replace drawings on construction sites. Building directly from these mixed reality
environments extends the skills and capabilities of designers and builders by improving spatial
understanding of design intent and reducing the risk of human error associated with
extrapolating 2D instructions to 3D form. These new capabilities dramatically improve the
ability of conventional construction teams to fabricate structures with significant variability in
parts, form, structure, texture, pattern and so on, and in many cases completely reverse design
viability as impossibly expensive and difficult proposals become straightforward, low risk and
cheap. Complex designs can now be fabricated on standard building sites, with standard
materials and tools, and without expensive expertise or design documentation.

Gwyllim Jahn and Cameron Newnham presented recent research from RMIT in Melbourne that
investigates the implications of Mixed-Reality (MR) assembly methodologies on architectural
design through the lens of several architectural prototypes.
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Questions that were presented and discussed by Gwyllim and Cameron:
●

●
●

Could making in MR allow us to refigure CAD-CAM not as a means of working to high degrees
of tolerance and precision but instead as a return to craftsmanship, intuition and reflexive
making?
How will the medium of MR enable new forms of collaboration between designers and
manufactures, or between humans and machines?
What new architectural forms might be found in this superposition of the digital and the
craftsman?
And starting from those questions they covered the following points:

●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Their work has involved glasses that will allow the user to build based on the overall design
preventing them from falling into accumulative error problems;
The research is covering holographic assembly/Mixed reality assembly in
○ Material
○ Construction
○ deconstruction
It helps engage and empower students;
The technology also helps fabricating structures that are entirely made of unique parts;
All the fabrication team can have a better understanding of the fabrication process by being
involved in it;
It’s a top-down workflow;
A trade off between precision and speed;
It brings the digital information into the real world and vice versa;
The technology also allows using some gestures from the physical world to replace parametric
sliders;
Allows soft selection by manipulating geometry with pinching in the air for example;
The software gives the ability to use cheap machines yet get precise results;
There is a possibility to limit the amount of information visible to the part that is being
fabricated.
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5. Design & Fabrication Paradigms in Architecture: A Long-Term Investigation
Philippe Morel - EZCT I XtreeE
Architects, all know that their age is the age of information, or as Philippe stated in various
contexts, the one of computations. Indeed, it is not only the information that took command but
also computation, i.e. raw computational power and abstract mathematical models. Information
and data are great, they even represent gold in the age of big data, but as for gold in history, they
obviously hardly represent anything if not put in circulation and constantly transformed. They
ask for analyses, for movement and travels; they ask for a “mechanisation of abstraction”, i.e. for
algorithmic, and they ask for materialisations. In that context (information + algorithm)

In his talk Philippe discussed the different kind of information architects are dealing with in the
discipline of architecture, as well as the various available or yet to invent techniques for
translating this abstract information into sound material realities.
He also discussed the following technicalities:
●
●
●
●
●

Integrating sensors to create a feedback loop;
Transforming the robot into a 6 axis sensor;
Carry of cameras to feedback the deformation of the wood in a project he presented;
The aiming of architects like philippe is to reach machine collaboration onsite;
Making everything mobile and making different types of robots that can work together.
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6. AEC adventures
Luis Fraguada - McNeel and associates
Francesc Salla - Asuni
Through the available API’s, Rhino is as much a development platform as it is a robust 3d
modelling software. In their talk Luis and Francesc showed how Rhino’s users are developing
custom workflows to build some of the world’s most innovative architecture. The talk also
looked at the ecosystem of third party tools available for the AEC market, specifically focusing
on tools that not only seek to solve classic interoperability issues, but look to completely
reimagine how data is managed throughout the project lifecycle. The talk also involved a short
demonstration of Asuni’s VisualARQ plugin which introduced the audience to the concept of
Flexible BIM.

The above was demonstrated through the following points and examples:
●
●

The developers used case studies users to get involved in Rhino development.
An example project has been presented which included rebuilding the interiors of a prison in
Saidnaya-Syria as it was an out of reach building where reporters couldn’t get into it.
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●
●
●
●

The speaker also used CITA-Tensinet project, which is a framework that used C# and Python
languages.
The team is starting a new project called V4Design;
The speaker also talked about Gencloth: which is a bespoke clothing which brings the cost
down;
He also used the example of PlayBall installation, where a light spheres light up when getting
hit/touched and consequently hits the ball next to it.
Visual ARQ:
Francesc talked through the following features within Visual ARQ:

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Flexible BIM, allows the user to use BIM with curved geometries;
Visual ARQ is now completely integrated inside Grasshopper;
It gives you the ability to deconstruct a wall and extract the information from it;
Hidden line vector function for printing;
Section manager feature;
Support external references;
VA for Rhino 6;
Free updates;
The top view gives you a 2D view that when you make adjustments to it applies it to the whole
project;
You can for example create a bespoke window design and adjust the shape of it, to be applied on
the other windows.
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7. SandBOX
Stamatios Psarras, Vassilis Papalexopoulos & Marcin Kosicki - Foster + Partners
SandBOX is an interactive application developed by the Applied Research + Development team
at Foster + Partners. Inspired by the way physical models are used at the early stages of the
design, it aims to transfer that intuitiveness to the digital realm. It combines elegant modelling
with fast feedback to enable designers to rapidly model and analyse different designs. It also
enables collaboration between multiple users and exchange of data across different platforms.
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8. The physics of art
Stephen Melville - Format
Format presented several projects on which computation techniques, working as the servant of
rational thinking and practical common sense, were able to deliver building scale public art
projects where the complexity and cost without pre-rationalisation would have been prohibitive
and a barrier to progress. Some of the techniques were developed in-house and some built on
the work of the wider design community.
Stephen stressed that there are numerous lessons to be learnt from their experience, some
positive, some negative.
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9. Make complex structures affordable through digital design and construction tools
Olivier Baverel - Ecole des Ponts Paris Tech
Olivir’s presentation focused on research proposals that make complex structures more
affordable constructions. By reinforcing the links between mechanics of materials, structural
engineering and applied mathematics at a sufficiently high level, new paths may be explored and
building innovations proposed. First a deep knowledge of materials and especially on
composites materials that need to be tailored made for specific purposes such as grid shell was
shown. Secondly proposals based on a rigorous mathematical management of shapes and
geometry to rationalise complex situations in a fully integrative way, including cladding and
connections was explained. Finally, new digital and technological tools such as robots or 3D
printing allow us to revisit ancient techniques and might also allow us to reduce the global Life
cycle analysis of construction.

Olivier talked about various inputs that can be used in the design optimisation process including
architected material and structures, mechanics, mathematics and computer science.
He also touched the following points:
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

The duty to making complex structures available, to provide sustainability due to the lack of
resources;
His research involved comparing material qualities and embodied carbon in stadia. As an
example;
Complex structure makes complex construction;
The importance to think about the mechanics of material;
He talked through his experience of working with students to develop new types of trusses;
Composites material entered the construction game;
He talked how flexibility is being used to achieve stiffness;
10 years of research and achieving elastic grid-shells;
Design process strategies such as: checking the curve not to break the element, then putting a
mesh, and relax it to construct a gridshell;
Keep the simplicity when building gridshells;
There has been a problem of smoothness when fabricating the gridshell;
In Architecture, once you have a shape, you have to start to deconstruct it in order to fabricate
it;
Can we have surfaces that are directly fabricatable?
We need to go beyond parametric design;
Computer science: we need smarter and adaptive robots for onsite fabrication and using AI to
make robots build by themselves. E.g. 13 axes system (two robots working together).
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10. Hermes
Adam Davis - Foster + Partners
Hermes is an application that shares data across a number of client applications, including
Grasshopper. Foster + Partners has built it from scratch to run just about anywhere: on a single
computer, a server on-premise and in the cloud. It provides a hybrid of low-latency synchronous
communication with a long-term persistent store of transmitted messages.

Furthermore, Adam explained Hermes in more detail as follows:
●

It also carry messages between machines, robots, applications, such as Unity, the Server,
Dynamo, Rhino, GSA, Structural analysis.

●

Hermes is the messenger between software in a decent time.

●

While Unity gives you the interactive environment to review and design in real time, Hermes
can run in the cloud, and it can also use servers, and It can even speak to a text file on your
desktop.
Hermes needs to know what’s in it and it’s (neutral but precise).

●

Adam then talked through Foster + Partner’s design for Mobility pavilion 2020 expo dubai in
which Hermes was used to connect several platforms and software improving communication
between different design teams.
The company is working on improving the software and adding new features to it.
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11. Data Cycles, Capable Machines and The Future of Work
Nathan Miller - Proving Ground
The construction industry is beginning to see transformations to supply chains that haven’t
experienced disruption in decades. The workforce is being challenged to retool with new digital
skills. Architects and engineers are seeing their work augmented with data-driven automation
and increasingly capable algorithms. In his lecture, Nate Miller discussed the technological
disruptions that are changing the world of construction and how these transformations are
leading towards a new era of performance for buildings and the people who make them.

Nathan then broken the above into tangible points as follows:
●
●
●
●

He stressed his believe in creating a data-driven building industry, and taking decisions based on
data;
Since our construction industry relies a lot on manual labour, this data driven approach is not
just about technology but also the processes and people;
Construction industry is still very manual;
Digital transformation where we look at
○ Smart;
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●

●

○ Strategy;
○ Protocols; and
○ Technology.
And we should also be looking at:
○ Healthy business;
○ Leadership;
○ Accountability; and
○ Communication.
The Conductor tool in our industry is to connect BIM/Rhino in a similar way to Trello and
making it clear who is doing what.
He also talked through how to improve a practice’s performance with digital transformation
through:

●

Change in operations:
○ Emerging workflow and feedback loops;
○ How we interact with collaborations;
○ Technical connections;
○ Enhancing the ability to move data between different platforms.

●

Using Semantic which is a data management tool within Rhino that can be a middle ground
between standard geometry modelling tool and data heavy BIM tools. (connects Revit with
Rhino)

●

Reforming Infrastructure. This includes:
○ Scalable resources that connects people to the data;
○ Data harvesting and building data as a resource to have an insight;
○ Using machine learning to uncover platforms and trends;
○ Creating constant comparisons between different projects as data by:
○ Helping benchbanking;
○ Using data as a design tool rather than using simulation.
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12. Myths Are Public Dreams, Dreams Are Private Myths
Mathias Gmachl & Rachel Wingfield - Loop.ph
Loop.pH is a London based spatial laboratory operating at the convergence of art, architecture
and ecology by creating spectacular experiences and environments that radically rethink our
future. As artists and activists they use the power of imagination and storytelling to offer a
radical and light footed vision for living on this planet. The studio was founded in 2003 by Rachel
Wingfield and Mathias Gmachl to form a new creative practice that reaches beyond specialist
boundaries exploring the role of art and design in public space by working outside of the gallery,
museum and laboratory.

1. Vision:
Mathias and Rachel talked how creating spaces and designs that are adaptive, abundant,
diverse, and emergent is the criteria for Loop.ph where they prioritise story-telling as a
powerful tool to transform people’s minds rather than the technical aspects of a design. They
have also talked on the importance of activating public spaces in their designs, and that they
have turned their studio into a laboratory of space crafting to achieve that vision.
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2. Projects by Loop.ph:
●

Osmo project
○
○
○
○

●

VelO2
○
○
○

●

The project was made in Taipei-Taiwan;
Due to the problem of pollution in Taipei the project involved working with air quality
sensors;
Encouraging people to use their bikes with the project by providing a bike riding
experience through the tracks of the installation;

Sleep Lab
○
○
○

●

The project was an imitation of the sky and stars helping users to disconnect from the
outside world;
Using the space as a shield from any communication;
In the space, people can gather and avoid the outside social environment;
The project was made of an aluminum sheet and a drain unblocker that interacted with
the sheet and dissolved the aluminum creating the stars, without breaking the foil.

The project was looking at sleep as a resource;
The project explored the effect that distrubed sleep has on mental and physical
well-being of people;
The project involved creating a sound and light environment with a colour spectrum
that varied including going into full darkness.

Hoops structure processes
○
○
○
○

The structure started from craft and materials properties moving into computational
design;
It is mainly made of elastic rods that were weaved together;
traditional process proved difficult to get accurate results and the team had to move
towards parametric tools;
The process started with a simple geometry and shifted towards creating highly
complex geometries.
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13. Data > Build - The Gantry As a Built Example of Pure Data-Driven-Design and Delivery
Jack Stewart - Hawkins/Brown
Jack has talked the audience through how New ways of modelling and advances in
manufacturing techniques are bringing designers much closer to the fabrication and assembly of
buildings. For the Here East Gantry, designed and delivered by Hawkins\Brown & Architecture
00 with Wikihouse, this change has been particularly evident. A series of 23 artist studios,
scheduled for completion March 2018, are currently being built using the Wikihouse design and
construction toolkit.
This toolkit enables the delivery of modular plywood buildings precision manufactured using
CNC milling machines. To do this Hawkins/Brown collaborated with Architecture 00 &
Wikihouse to develop a flexible parametric design tool, in which a user could easily alter
parameters for a building (roof type, footprint, height, door & window locations & sizes, etc.) and
watch the 3D model regenerate itself live. The construction detail of the Wikihouse system was
embedded into this software at concept design stage of the project which later formed the
production information. Once QA checked, the designers were able to send data, in the form of
cutting files, directly to the CNC machine for fabrication. Every joint and detail was embedded
into this design model, effectively the entire construction system, and so new cutting files for
the wiki structure could be automatically regenerated, at the push of a button, with each design
change.
This marks a huge opportunity for architects. Machines will happily motor through repetitive
tasks, once set up with the instructions of how to complete them. As they become more
sophisticated, it is only a matter of time before the palette of materials, forms and systems grow
to become as diverse as designers and clients desire. Closing the gap between the designer and
the builder provides architects with a reason and an opportunity to really understand the
fundamental details of the systems that they are designing. A unique feature of the Gantry at
Here East was that in this design & build project, it wasn’t the contractor’s specialist supply
chain advising on the construction system, it was the architect.
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Jack talked through the above design and fabrication journey through the following points and
technicalities:
●
●
●
●
●

●
●

●

In this project, the brief, design, and construction processes were all in constant
feedback loops sharing their data;
Carved up into a series of smaller spaces, the building was used for the broadcast
equipment during the olympics, which then was stripped down into its structure;
The new building design included flexible cladding;
Digital Fabrication is opening new ways for making;
Local typologies considered:
○ Fabrication factories;
○ Different background buildings.
Affordable workspaces to be created by generating different types of units from a
modular system;
Jack also mentioned that Wikihouse was not editable at the beginning, and the
following points had to be implemented:
○ Editable modules, not only one unit, a system;
○ Standardized system reducing the costs.
The designers developed a parametric model not only designing the units but also
generating easy-to-understand CNC cutting files by splitting the model into
fabricatable pieces;
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●

●

●
●

Many questions were raised in terms of how the architect should hand over the data to
the contractors and how does it work in terms of liability, particularly because the
contractor relied on the architect to generate the cutting files;
Jack also mentioned the importance of involving the fabricators as soon as possible, and
how small factors such as material thickness tolerances can affect the fabrication
process significantly if not taken into account.
The project had a design manager on-site for self feedback.
Design models/process included the following:
○
○

Spreadsheet (Data number inputs)
GH Script - Model for Fabrications

https://www.shapetofabrication.com/shape-to-fabrication-stf7-april-2018/
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